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Henry's family is going on vacation -- to the Wild West! Henry and Mudge love the Wild West. There

are cowboy hats and boots, deserts and canyons, and souvenir shops where Henry can buy pencils

and magnets and even a snow globe with a cowboy inside. And there are lots of tumbleweeds for

Mudge to chase. But as much fun as the Wild West is, Henry discovers that he and Mudge can

have just as much fun back home.
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Gr. 1-3. In their twenty-seventh Ready-to-Read adventure, Henry and his dog, Mudge, take a trip

out west. In fact, west is as specific as the locale gets. Still, kids will know they are in cowboy

country by the landscape, the cowboy hats, and the souvenirs that catch Henry's eye. This is simple

fare: an auto trip out west, views of the local flora and fauna and the sights, and the return home.

Bracken illustrates the book in the style of Sucie Stevenson (who illustrated a number of previous

books in the series), using bright, cartoon-style art that captures the happy feeling of life on

vacation. New readers, especially those who have cut their reading teeth on other Henry and

Mudge books, will like this. Ilene CooperCopyright Ã‚Â© American Library Association. All rights



reserved --This text refers to the Library Binding edition.

"Bravo, Henry and Mudge. May they go on forever!" -- "School Library Journal""Bravo, Henry and

Mudge. May they go on forever!"  -- "School Library Journal"

A typical Rylant creation, this book gave this adult a wonderful view of the west I've still yet to visit.

Henry's character takes on more dimension with this new illustrator of The Henry and Mudge series.

I loved the ideas Cynthia Rylant uses to describe Mudge's adventures, especially the tumbleweed

game. She has a gift for understanding boys and their pets. The Henry in my life loved this gift from

me and we love reading it together.

We love the Henry and Mudge series. My 5 year old raided all the books out of my classroom and in

order for me to have peace (and teach my first graders to read) I had to buy him his own set. My

only complaint is that there isn't a Mudge toy. He was dying for a Mudge this Easter so I scoured

and scoured and finally found a Steiff bulldog puppy (mohair so wasn't cheap, as if any Steiff is ever

cheap!!!) in a lying down play position (yes I know it's a bulldog but the Steiff toy looks like puppy

Mudge from the books!) that would work. He LOVES the toy and carries it

everywhere.Cynthia...please consider letting toy companies make a Mudge toy. We found our

Mudgie but I'm sure others would like one too and Steiff are SOOOOOOOOOOO expensive!!

My son loved this book he is in second grade and in a book club and this was their book of the

month. He loved it and so did his group.

I shared these books with the first graders in my classroom for years. The children even wrote plays

based on various Henry and Mudge books and performed them for their parents. Wonderful

engaging books for beginning readers.

These are great books! My son loves these books and reads them over and over.

Fun book! Easy to read!

Very cute story. All my 3 boys liked it!



I can't say enough about the Henry and Mudge series, this is just the latest in a superb collection.

My son, who is almost 8, has been reading and re-reading these books from about the age of 5. In

the beginning, I'd read them to him. Now, he reads them to me and our dog Daphne, that is, until

she curls up and falls asleep!
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